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EDITORIAL

Editorial

D

isruption is a topic
many people confuse
with technology.
Though many of the
disruptive effects we
witness today have a
technological input,
technology is just an enabler. The idea
and creation is the disruption. This edition
focuses on disruption and evaluates the
subject from various perspectives.
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Ebunoluwa Bolodeoku’s article,
“Unleashing Economic Potential Through
Targeted Skills Development and
Utilization”, examined how the Lagos State
Employability Support Project is set to
increase the pool of skilled manpower to
alleviate the acute shortage of employable
labour. Dotun Adegbite reviewed how
organizations are leading and responding
to explosive changes in their organizations.
He urges organizations to realize that all
companies can be disrupted and must be
adaptive, flexible and innovative to survive.
Our Technology Lead, Genevieve Mbama,
tells us not to wait for our business to be
disrupted, but to be the disrupter.
In our cover story, we engaged John
Obaro, the Founder and Managing
Director of SystemSpecs and discussed
how he revolutionized e-payment
in Nigeria. We also covered his
organization’s transition from being known
as an innovative designer of human capital
software to e-payment, as well as clarity on
the Treasury Single Account saga with the
Federal Government of Nigeria.
I am sure you will find this edition on
Disruption, interesting and informative.
Please give us feedback or comments. We
look forward to hearing from YOU!
Marie-Therese Phido
mariephido
Marie Phido
Marie-Therese Phido
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Unleashing Economic Potential
Through Targeted Skills
Development & Utilization

T

By Ebunoluwa Bolodeoku

he word “disruption” is
defined as disturbance
or problems which
interrupt an event,
activity, or process. Given
this definition one would
wonder if this word can ever
be used to refer to something positive or in
a positive manner. In this article, we explore
a “positive disruption” which is slowly
gathering momentum and is well positioned
to deliver significant benefits to the Nigerian
economy and stakeholders at various levels.
Sub-Saharan Africa is the world’s youngest
region today – and, by 2030, will be home
to more than one-quarter of the world’s
total under-25 population. Bringing it home

to Nigeria, as at 2017, the population was
estimated at 186m with about 62% (115m)
under the age of 25. One would think that
this represents a huge potential to unleash
new economic possibilities created by future
industries and labour markets, dramatically
raising labour productivity and per capita
incomes, diversifying the economy, and
becoming an engine for stable economic
growth, high-skilled talent and job creation
for decades to come. This is however
not the case as these burgeoning group
are progressively being added to either
the unemployed or low-medium skilled
employment pool.
To unlock this potential, attention must be
given to skills development and utilisation.

7
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This has to be done by
adopting a unique and
innovative approach which
connects the supply and
demand side of the divide.
A positively disruptive and
potentially revolutionary
initiative is the Lagos State
Employability Support
Project (LSESP) being
funded by the Lagos State
Employment Trust Fund
(LSETF) & United Nations
Development Programme
(UNDP) being managed
by a capacity development
organization. This project
is set to increase the pool
of skilled manpower by
about 10,000 by the end of
2018, to alleviate the acute
shortages of employable
labor.
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The outcome of this
project will ultimately
improve the quality of
labour in various sectors
including manufacturing,
health care, construction,
entertainment, garment
making and hospitality by
producing thousands of
skilled manpower over
a defined time period
to meet demand in the
targeted sectors. It is
focused at unemployed and
under employed youths
with or without skills and
aged 18 to 35 years and will
also seek to promote and
provide access to market
– matching participants
to jobs - endeavors for
participants.
This initiative is set to
deliver benefits across
various stakeholder
groups. One of such is the

active engagement of the
demand and supply side
of the employment value
chain to ensure that skilled
participants, produced at
the end of the programme
are successfully placed in
organisations across the
various sectors. To achieve
this, industry players
are being painstakingly
identified and engaged to
discuss and agree the skills
gap and trades to focus on
per sector and potential

placement opportunities
that are available in their
respective organisations.
To further ensure that
successful participants
from the training are
appropriately skilled and
employable, as part of
the industry engagement
process, the content of
the internationally and
locally certified training
i.e. curriculum, tools etc.
have been shared with

One of such is the active
engagement of the demand and
supply side of the employment
value chain to ensure that skilled
participants, produced at the end
of the programme are successfully
placed in organisations across the
various sectors.
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Each
stakeholder
group is part
of a large
puzzle which
is becoming
fused together
to solve and/or
define a unique
solution that
will contribute
to finding and
solving the
prolonged
challenge of
unemployement
and under
employment.
and validated by industry
players. Each of the
targeted sectors are well
represented by key players
who have provided their
input, which is critical, for
making relevant updates
and customisation of the
training curriculum and
content.
The minimum requirement
per trade, per sector is also
being extensively discussed
with the industry players.
The agreed minimum
requirements have been
set at levels that allow for
inclusiveness yet takes into

account the fundamentals
that must be in place for
any skills development and/
or upskilling to happen
successfully. This minimum
requirement is being
used for the short-listing,
screening and selection of
the applicants to ensure that
the training opportunity is
given to those who deserve
it, will be committed
to the programme and
will ultimately become
sustainably employed.
In a nutshell, the initiative
will not only engage a large
number of unemployed

and underemployed youths
through skills development,
it is going a step further
by working actively with
industry players to ensure
that most of the successful
participants are matched
with suitable employment
or are sustainably self
employed upon completion
of their programme.
As part of the focus to
ensure sutainability along
the entire value chain,
the deployment of the
training is being carried out
through selected vocational
training centers (VTCs)

9
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that the project seems to
have finally cracked a hard
nut and is fast heading
to becoming a reference
point for future projects
of this kind. Given the
teeming number of youths
in the country, this is just
the beginning of a good
trend which opens up a
myriad of possibilities for
well crafted and managed
solutions to address
youth unemployment and
underemployment.
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thus providing them the
opportunity to upgrade
their training method/
methodology, training tools
and facilities. The VTCs
have been selected both
from the public and private
sector. At the end of the
programme, Private VTCs
and Government Technical
Centers (GTCs) that are
part of the programme will
have contributed to the
programme and will also
benefit as a result of the
training and development
that their trainers and
instructors will receive
and the upgrade of their
training facilities to defined
quality standards. The
centers and its trainers
will also benefit from and
become conversant with
the leading practices which
will guide and govern the
training deployment.
The distruptive positivity of
this initiative is how various
levels of stakeholders have
not only been successfully
engaged in and become

involved with the project
in various capacity, at
different levels and times
but also the resultant
benefit which the successful
deployment of the project
portends for them – from
the students/participants, to
the private VTCs and GTCs,
to the industry players
and the organisations they
represent across the six
sectors. Each stakeholder
group is part of a large
puzzle which is becoming
fused together to solve
and/or define a unique
solution that will contribute
to finding and solving the
prolonged challenge of
unemployement and under
employment. It is the fact

Let’s not forget the vast
potential for this model
to be replicated across
the various states of the
country and even at the
Federal level. This first of its
kind initiative is definitely
gaining momentum and
the attention of other
agencies and bodies who
are beginning to see the
possibiltities, explore the
unique deployment model
and reflect on how to
customise same for their
use. I like to think of it as
having been given a blank
canvas on which all parties
have started painting and
I daresay, that there is no
doubt that the result will be
a masterpiece and one of
its kind.

Ebunoluwa Bolodeoku is a
Strategy and Operations expert.
She holds a B.Sc. Economics from
the University of lagos and an M.Sc
Finance & Management from the
Cranfield School of Management,
United Kingdom.
ebolodeoku@gmail.com
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Leading and
Responding
to

Explosive
Changes

T

here is a well
circulated
piece on
Uber, Airbnb,
Facebook and
Amazon and
what these
companies have in common.

By Dotun Adegbite

The piece reminds us that
Uber does not own cars,
nor does Airbnb own hotels
while Facebook does not
create content. Despite being
contenders as the largest
companies in their respective
industries, they own very little
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of the traditional assets or
content that determined
success, industry relevance
or market power before
they existed in these
industries. As far as
disruption goes, these firms
are the gold standard for its
visual representation. They

Disruption is a
great business
phenomenon
when you’re
on the winning
side of it.

are companies that started
small and in the fringes of
their industry in a way that
typically did not interest
the incumbents, developed
a unique proposition for
a niche customer base
and became increasingly
accepted to the point of
becoming a threat to the
established incumbents.
Disruption is a great
business phenomenon
when you’re on the winning
side of it. It doesn’t seem
so great when you belong
to the other group whose
previously successful and
unquestioned business
model has been vigorously
challenged. It almost always
is driven by new technology
that enables a new entrant
to fundamentally redefine
the business model for an
industry. Whatever industry
you’re playing in, whether
as a new entrant or an

established company, you
can be sure that disruption
is coming and there will be
winners and losers.

How
Disruption
Unfolds
A highly visible example of
disruption now is financial
technology. Fintech – as
popularly called – involves
new small players offering
financial services using
technology to segments
of the customer base that
were difficult or expensive
to service; or unattractive
to the incumbent players
such as banks, insurance
companies and asset
management firms. In the
process, Fintech is evolving
into a huge ecosystem
spanning payments
solutions, international
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remittances, consumer
lending, roboadvisors and
so on. They are leveraging
technology, creating new
customers and customer
experiences and getting
the attention of the large
incumbents who are now
actively seeking to engage
with the Fintech space in
order not to be left behind.
One can say the banks and
their friends are following
the prevalent advice on
disruption which is to
disrupt or expect to be
disrupted. The advice is
highly simplistic and can
be challenged through a
rigorous consideration of
the theory of disruption.
It is although useful in
introducing the seeming
dichotomy that exists in the
impact that disruption has on
market players by separating
them into winners or losers.
While disruption is
happening at an alarming
pace in recent times due
to the internet and rapid
technological advancement,
in every generation the
price of progress has been

disruption. The horse giving
way to the wheel was a
marvel in its day, as cool
as the iPhone was on that
famous day Steve Jobs
unveiled it as three products
wrapped in one.

The Theory of
Disruption in
a Nutshell
As inevitably linked to the
digital age as disruption
is, it has well established
roots in older economic
theories. A famous ancestor
of the disruption buzzword
is Creative Destruction
articulated by the economist
Schumpeter in his 1942
book Capitalism, Socialism
and Democracy. In it the
economist wrote about
the nature of capitalism,
describing creative
destruction as “... the process
of industrial mutation that
incessantly revolutionizes
the economic structure
from within, incessantly
destroying the old one,
incessantly creating a new.”
As Mr. Schumpeter saw it,

Creative Destruction
is the process of
industrial mutation
that incessantly revolutionizes the
economic structure from within,
incessantly destroying the old one,
incessantly creating a new.

the successful entry of an
entrepreneur created the
impetus for disruption,
boosting growth and leading
to a redistribution of market
power. If you look around
you will agree that this
is true. It is true of entire
sectors, product categories
and of specific companies.
There are well told examples
from the steam engine to
WhatsApp of disruption
redistributing market power.
More recently, about
twenty years ago, Clayton
Christensen provided a
framework for understanding
disruption in his book
The Innovators Dilemma
which argued that new
entrants tend to utilise new
technologies in gaining
market entry by serving
ignored customers, then
subsequently improving
their offerings to steal the
established markets from
incumbents in a way that
disrupts the industry’s
business model by which
time it is typically too late for
incumbents to respond.
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Responding to
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While the disruption is going on,
the incumbents are blinded by a
focus on pleasing existing customers
through incremental innovations
aimed at satisfying identified
customer needs and desires. The
disruptors on the other hand are
working hard at creating a new
market out of ignored customers,
offering new capabilities and
organising this into a new network
of value and eventually disrupting
the existing market and value
network. From the perspective of
incumbents, these disruptors are
outsiders, too small to be a threat to
any established player. One can’t
blame the incumbents as the scale
of impact can hardly be judged until
the disruption has occurred.

Disruption
is unlikely to
thrive under
bureaucratic approval
processes and multiple
management meetings,
rather it requires an air of
agility and flexibility...

How is this relevant to the modern
day business leader though, in the
daily practice of creating, running
or optimising an enterprise?
Disruption arguably recognises only
two categories - beneficiaries and
victims of disruption. That’s about
it. For enterprises, those who are
actively creating disruption and
honing their ability to capture its
benefits are the winners. The losers
are those who fail to innovate, copy
or adapt themselves into the new
order thereby falling behind and
eventually falling away. Customers?
They are always happy to tag
along with the winning side of
this existential duel between the
disruptors and the disrupted. If
you’re a leader of an established
business, do not count on the loyalty
of your customer base to defend
you against disruption; you may be
unpleasantly surprised.
In the age of disruption, leaders
should adopt a stance that is
eager to take advantage of new
trends and technology emerging
in their space. Start-up company
leaders must be on the very cutting
edge of technology, constantly
pioneering and collaborating to
generate innovative ideas to launch
themselves into their industry by
capturing a fringe customer base. It
is arguably easier and more practical
to target a fringe customer base
than the heartland where all the
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incumbents are focused and battling
it out to achieve market dominance.
Incumbents must adopt a stance that
enables them to scan and identify
emerging trends in their market.
They should aim to participate in the
innovation networks and the start-up
scene in their industry to get firsthand information on the potential
disruptors to their business model.
If an incumbent chooses to enter
the fray of creating disruption in its
market, it has to carve out the new
initiative and give it the necessary
freedom to build out as a true
disruptor.
Disruption is unlikely to thrive under
bureaucratic approval processes and
multiple management meetings,
rather it requires an air of agility
and flexibility to experiment and be
able to quickly pivot in product and
service design in meeting customer
needs. There are examples in the
local business environment of old
companies sponsoring potential
disruptors in their space and they
seem to be doing it right.
There are other established
companies who have taken the
approach of buying in these
capabilities, acquiring start-ups
on the cusp of disrupting their
sector once the value proposition,
customer base and potential
impact became verifiable. Others
have taken the approach to simply
learn from the largest potential
challengers to their successful
business models by or incorporating
attributes or developing competing
offerings very similar to the
disruptor’s into their products.

For
enterprises,
those who
are actively creating
disruption and honing
their ability to capture its
benefits are the winners.

15
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Winning the
Disruption Battle
16

One company that has fought the
disruption battle well both as a
challenger and a defender is Facebook.
As a start-up, it launched into the social
media space and became its leader
even redefining the media business
as a whole. Since then, it has been on
the defence from several potential
disruptors to its established incumbency
in the social media industry. It has
responded in all sort of ways. It acquired
Instagram for a billion dollars when
the company had no revenues but
was being hailed as a potential game
changer for the social media space
given its popularity and rapid customer
acquisition.
In a similar way, Facebook acquired
WhatsApp the free mobile messaging
platform for $19 billion. When it tried
a similar strategy to acquire Snapchat,
the latest craze in its space and
failed; it embarked on an aggressive
reimagining of the features of its
existing products and incorporated

many of the defining features of Snapchat
into Facebook, Instagram and WhatsApp.
In essence, whatever disruption has to
offer, Facebook is not taking it without a
vigorous response so far.
This is the disposition it takes to
successfully lead an enterprise in the
age of disruption, whether leading the
charge to disrupt an industry or to derive
benefits from it as an incumbent – agility,
adaptability and flexibility to innovate
and respond are critical. And incumbents
especially must realize that no industry is
immune to disruption, it will happen and
it is value neutral; whether a company is
a winner or a loser hinges on its ability to
engage appropriately with the inevitable
changes to its business model.

Dotun Adegbite holds the CFA Charter, an
MBA and an Engineering Bachelor’s Degree.
dotunadegbite@gmail.com
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The Revolution
of e-Payment in
Nigeria
SystemSpecs has transitioned
from being known as an
innovative designer of human
capital management software
to e-payment. John Obaro, its
Founder and Managing Director
says the firm, leveraging its
strength in both areas, is also
working with strategic partners to
provide lending services.
Mr. Obaro also speaks about
Remita, the firm’s
flagship product and
the Treasury Single
Account (TSA)
initiative.

17
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Who is John Obaro?
Give us a synopsis of
your background?

I

was born on the
19th of April 1958,
so that means I will
be 60 this year. I
was born in Kogi
State. I then lived
with my uncle
in Kano where I had my
primary school education.
After three years, we moved
to Ilorin where I completed
my Primary School. I
attended Government
Secondary School in Ilorin,
then Kwara School of
Technology for my A-levels.
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From there, I applied to the
University. Incidentally, in
Secondary School, I was not
very good at mathematics,
until I met a young teacher
who simplified things, and
mathematics became my
best subject. When it was
time to fill my application
forms, I did not want to go
in for Mathematics single
honours or Engineering
alone. So, while looking
through the university’s
brochure, I saw a course
with a very long musical
name called Mathematics
with Computer Science.
So, I ticked it. That is how
I ended up studying
Mathematics with Computer
Science at Ahmadu Bello
University (ABU), Zaria,
where 2 weeks ago I was
honoured with an award
called Icon of Industry.
After my university
education in Zaria, I

ended up at the University
of Lagos for my MBA. I
worked briefly at Leventis
for about 6 months, then
UBA for two years before
moving to the International
Merchant Bank (IMB). At
IMB, after about 6 months
I was appointed head of
the Computer department
and worked there for about
7 years, before I started
SystemSpecs.

What was the
motivation to start
SystemSpecs?
IMB was good to me. I
was promoted almost
every year, but I was doing
essentially the same job.
New banks were being
licensed and I saw people
exiting and going to get
one or two grades up
in the new banks. I felt I
needed to do something
different. At that point in
time, only the banks and
oil companies were into
I.T, so I thought I should
come up with something
for non-bank and non-oil
industries. We started out
by partnering with a UK
firm called Systems Union
to support their accounting
software called Sun Systems

in Nigeria.

How did the name
“SystemSpecs”
come about?
The first name I wanted to
give the company ironically
was “Financial Software
Solutions.” Then I was
walking on the streets of
London one day and saw an
eyeglasses company called
“Better Specs.” I felt, why
not try something for specs,
specifications… System
Specs. So, that is how we
came about the name,
“SystemSpecs.”

What was your
journey like
after setting up
SystemSpecs?
We started by supporting
the Sun Systems accounting
software in Nigeria. We sold
to organizations, installed
it on their hardware, and
trained them on usage.
Then, we supported them
over the years.
We were with Systems
Union (which later became
Infor) till about a few

Remita was
designed to address
the problems of
payroll and the
pension industry.
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months ago. Being with
them for 25 years, we felt
we needed to consolidate
our position as a fully
indigenous brand by
devoting more attention
to our wholly Nigerian
products.

You have made
significant impact
with Remita,
what triggered its
creation?
We started out with
SystemSpecs to develop
a Payroll and Human
Resource Management
platform. When Interswitch
came on board, we had
a conversation with them
to explore the possibility
of dropping data to
Interswitch’s platform so
that they would be able to
apply the credits across the
banks to which they were
connected. Unfortunately
at that point in time,
Interswitch’s platform
was more optimized for
one-to-one transactions
and not one-to-many. We
were therefore challenged
to speak to our own
immediate needs then,
which was one-to-many
– debit one account and
credit many accounts. We
then developed what we
call our non-switch version
of Remita.

What is Remita?
Remita, coincidentally, was
coined after we developed
the product. We wanted

to go to the market; I
discussed with a staff of
mine who was outside the
country and asked what
we should call the product.
He suggested we gave it
a name that was related to
what it does, and since it
was about remittance, we
went with “Remita”.

Many say you have
revolutionalized and
disrupted e-payment
in Nigeria. Give a
brief of how you
have been able to
achieve this feat.
I will say God has blessed
me with a very good
workforce. Young people
who are able to brainstorm
together and challenge
ourselves to the next level.
Remita was designed to
address the problems of
payroll and the pension
industry. The PenCom Act
had just been promulgated
in 2004; we read up on it
and designed Remita in a
way that when salaries were
paid, your pensions will also
be paid simultaneously. We
made a pitch to PenCom
but lost out because they
did not see remittance as
their immediate need.

This then propelled us to
begin to think of other uses
of the beautiful solution
we knew we had on our
hands. We then cleaned
up the system and made
presentations to other
companies, one of which
was a presentation to a
multinational company in
Ikeja. The presentation went
very well, but at the end,
the expatriate Director of
Finance made a comment
that our product was good
because we were going to
automate the payment of
his staff salaries. However,
it created a new challenge
for him because it meant
that half of his business in
the Finance and Accounts
department will be
automated and another half
would be manual for the
payment of vendors.
His preference was for it
to be fully automated or
fully manual, as he did not
have the capacity to handle
both. We lost that bid. But
on our way to our office, we
started thinking about how
to upgrade what we had
for the payment of salaries,
to also be able to pay
individual accounts which
is how we came about the
vendor payments.
In 2012, we got to a point

19
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where we felt we needed
a Central Bank license and
before then we had some
good clients as Remita was
becoming more popular.
We applied for the Central
Bank License. When CBN
officials came on their
inspection tour, we noticed
they were talking amongst
themselves and asking a
lot of questions. At the end
of the day, they seemed
intrigued at what we were
doing and suggested we
make a presentation to
them in Abuja.
This was how we got to
know that the Central
Bank had just written a
letter to the office of the

was how we got on the TSA
train. We continued to work
in the background and went
live in January 2013.

How did you
manage the Treasury
Single Account
controversy that
Remita faced?
Accountant General to delay
the implementation of the
World Bank’s recommended
Treasury Single Account
(TSA), for at least another
two years because there was
no technology to support it.
When they saw what we had,
they were very excited. That

Remita was designed to address
the problems of payroll and the
pension industry.

At the time we got on
that project not many
people had an idea about
what we were doing. By
the time people realized
what we were doing,
the system was already
reasonably entrenched and
the benefits had started
showing. Even though
opposition came it was
not easy to just dislodge
the project because the
benefits were very clear and
anybody openly opposing
would have easily given
themselves away as having
a different agenda.
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A lot of people felt the
controversy was as a result
of the amount of money
coming to SystemSpecs.
When we signed the
contract, there were two
sides to the contract,
outflows and inflows. For
outflows we agreed with
the government for a
hundred naira per million,
and nobody had a problem
with it. In the same contract,
we said when it was time
for the collection of the
inflows, all the parties to
the contract would come
together to agree the
price. Later in 2013, we—
Central Bank, Office of the
Accountant General and
the banks—came together
again, to agree the price.
When it was time to
commence the inflows, we
all met and recommended
that the price should be
1.5%, shared by all the
parties. The banks said that
since they will be losing
float, it should be 5%. A
committee was set up,
which then recommended
2.5%.

How was it shared?
We already had a back-toback agreement with the
banks that any business
on the table will be shared
50/50. This meant we will
take 50%, the commercial
banks will take 40% and
the introducing party will
take 10%. In this particular
case, the introducing party
was the Central Bank.
Unfortunately when the
2.5% got back to Abuja,
they wrote back that

because of the volume,
the Government would
not be able to pay 2.5%
and that they would pay
only 1% to be shared by all
parties. The contract was
updated to reflect the 1%
that had been announced
by the Government, and
Government wrote to all the
banks announcing 1% and
updated the contract.
Unfortunately, there was not
much traffic on the platform
at that time.

in full compliance with
the initiative. There were
sitting balances already
in commercial banks that
were moved through the
platform. Some of the
Ministries Department and
Agencies (MDA) that had
not been carried along
protested because they
knew they had significant
balances in the commercial
banks which suddenly went
down by 1% when it got to
CBN.

In some months we
made fifty thousand naira
while in other months we
made a few hundreds of
thousands. This continued
till September 2015
when President Buhari’s
administration mandated
the closure of all accounts
outside of the TSA to be

This generated an uproar
which eventually culminated
in a senate hearing. The
senate requested that we
return the fees that had
been earned. We agreed to
return the money because
we believed in the project
and also in view of our
time investment. This was

When they saw what we had, they
were very excited. That was how
we got on the TSA train.
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a project we had worked
on for about 3 years, we
knew the potentials, but the
public was not yet aware of
its potentials. We therefore
felt it was better to return
the money and discuss
later than to hold on to the
money and let the project
die.

How much did you
eventually return to
the Government?
This must have
been a great loss for
SystemSpecs?
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We returned about N3.8
billion and our partners
returned another N3.8
billion. We believed in
the project and were very
excited that we could bring
it to life; we knew that the
benefits would become
obvious and we would
eventually make money
in the long run. We did
not want the temporary
misunderstanding to create
a permanent problem. It
was easier to return the
money and take our focus
off the money. Looking
back, I still believe it was
a good decision even
though the good faith
we demonstrated has
not been reciprocated
by the government. We
went into a renegotiation
which I dare say is still
continuing because there
is some controversy as
to the effective dates a
supposedly new rate should
take effect.

Unfortunately when the 2.5%
got back to Abuja, they wrote
back that because of the
volume, the Government would
not be able to pay 2.5% and they
would pay only 1% to be shared
by all parties.
Despite all of these
challenges you have
faced, how has it
been?
It has been good and
fulfilling to watch the
adoption. For us, beyond
TSA, what we preach now
is that TSA is not just for the
Federal government but
for all state governments,
business concerns and
even couples. You do not
want a situation in which
one arm of government has
a balance in the bank and
the other arm is borrowing
funds from the same bank.
If you have good
information, you will
be able to look at your
consolidated account
before deciding whether
you need to take a loan or
not. What was happening in
government was that some
MDAs had huge balances
while other MDA’s were
borrowing money from the
same bank.
If you put everything in
one bucket, government at

the federal level has been
saving significant sums
of money. Incidentally, in
the Federal government’s
response to former
President Obasanjo’s
letter, one of the things
the government explained
had been done was the
implementation of TSA
which has saved hundreds
of billions in bank charges.

How has Remita
managed to stay
ahead and innovate?
We are in the business of
continuous innovation, so
you cannot afford to stand
still. A lot of new things
keep coming up. When we
started Remita, there were
no mobile phones; we were
focused only on the web
which was exciting enough.
In the last few years, mobile
phones have become a
very strong channel for
transactions. Last year, for
instance, we launched the
mobile version of Remita
and what that does is that
it empowers individuals
and organizations to see all
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their bank accounts on one
platform and to transact
on that platform. As an
individual, I can manage all
my multi-bank transactions
from my phone, and on the
same phone I can approve
transactions for 3 or 4 other
entities in which I am a
signatory.

Where do you
see the payment
industry going in the
next one year?
In the next one year, I see
a lot more collaboration in
the industry. Organizations
like ours are called Fintechs.
When Fintechs first came,
banks for instance were
scared, but increasingly
banks have seen that
there is more to gain from
collaborating with Fintechs
than attempting to block
them out. Going into the
future, I see a lot more
customer-focused, lifestyledriven applications. USSD
(popular codes such as
*737#, *901#) will also do
very well.

Do you see a
convergence in the
payment industry
and how do you
think these players
can collaborate to
provide greater
value?
First, there needs to be a
focus on the customer: what

does the customer want?
Rather than what can I as
a bank or Fintech push to
the customer? That’s where
collaboration comes, which
is, you take the best you
have to merge the best of
what your competitor has in
order to deliver a winning
proposition to the end
market. Any bank or Fintech
that refuses to do that will
create silos for themselves
and will one day be edged
out.

SystemSpecs has
transitioned from
being known as an
innovative designer
of human capital
management
software to
e-payment. What
should we expect to
see next?
We want to leverage our
presence in those two
areas. We aim to be strong
in payroll management
and payments. We are
now poised to provide
qualitative data referencing
for lenders. We started out
with Access Bank. If you dial
a code, Access Bank calls
us and you give us your
authorization to share your
payment data with Access
Bank such as your past six
month’s salary. Access Bank
will then run their algorithm
to determine the amount
of safe loans you can take.
That way the rate of default

is low. In addition, when
salaries are to be paid, we
are able to intercept the
payments and divide it into
two. We give one portion
to the individual who took
the loan and the second
part we pay as fees to the
lenders that gave out the
loan.

We have witnessed
disruption and
innovation in the
payment sector,
which other sector
or service do you
think is overdue for
disruption?
The question should be
which sector is not due.
This applies mostly to the
services industry, but I
believe one of the areas
that will soon be hit by
major disruption will be the
Insurance industry. Record
keeping in Government will
also get better. As a matter
of fact, just about every area
of life.

Marie-Therese Phido
is a Sales & Marketing Strategist
and Business Coach. She is an
alumnus of the University of
Lagos, London Business School
and Lagos Business School.
mphido@elevato.com.ng
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EXECUTIVE AGENDA

Disruption

dominates
the executive
agenda

By Deloitte
24

B

usiness leaders are
increasingly focusing
on risks that threaten to
disrupt the fundamental
assumptions of their
organization’s strategies.
Prioritizing such risks has
become increasingly crucial—these risks
cannot be handled in typical organizational
silos, and they can destroy sources of

value creation for the business. Yet, they
also have the potential to form the basis of
game-changing moves for an organization,
if handled well. Disruptions in the forms of
emerging technologies, business model
transformations, and ecosystem changes
will force executives to make significant
strategic choices to drive organizational
success.
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What forces are driving
this trend?
Globally distributed business
models are increasing dependencies
on stakeholders across geographies,
making brands more vulnerable to
geopolitical risks

Growing connections between
businesses are expanding the
sources of potential disruption

Advancements in social, mobile,
analytics, and cloud-enabled
emerging technologies are creating
opportunities for startups to disrupt
incumbents

Traditional industries are
converging to create new
markets

Advancements in social, mobile,
analytics, and cloud-enabled
emerging technologies are creating
opportunities for startups to disrupt
incumbents

Business model innovation (such
as sharing-based, freemium, and
subscription-based) is driving
organizations to constantly
reinvent themselves
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What are the opportunities?

1
2

Continuously monitor the changes
in the environment to determine
which could be truly disruptive
Revisit the approach to corporate
strategy development to introduce
more agility, adaptability, and
responsiveness to emerging threats

3
4

Identify organizational blind spots, builtin institutional challenges, and personal
biases of senior management that can get
in the way of action
Employ tools and techniques such as realtime monitoring, scenario planning, stress
testing, war-gaming, and simulations to
drive higher levels of sophistication in
managing risk
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2018

The Beginning
of the X Age
Oye Atilade BSc, MSc, MBA, PMP
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I do not know if
Paul Adefarasin had
foreknowledge, but he
was on to something when
he christened his annual
prayer, praise and worship
watch-night service some 12
years ago, The eXperience.
I say this because today,
we are on the cusp of a
monumental change in the
way we interact with and
experience life. We are
moving from 2 and even
3D experience into total
immersion.

I

magine being able to experience
the latest Nollywood movies
as if you were right there in the
scene? Imagine experiencing Mo
Abudu’s The Wedding Party, 1
and 2, such that you could hear
and feel Sola Sobowale’s Tin
Tin character heave as she gave one of
her characteristic emotional outbursts?
Imagine experiencing a play at Terra
Kulture or a concert at the Muson and you
could see, hear and feel every character,
every movement, every sound, and every
expression, as if you were right there on
stage with the actors and performers?
Imagine entering The eXperience,
lights, sounds, singers, and all, as if
you were right there in Tafawa Balewa
Square, Lagos, Nigeria? Now imagine
experiencing all this from the comfort of
your living room anywhere in the world?
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I believe 2018 will be the beginning
of the X years, or the X age,
when Virtual Reality & Blockchain
Technology come together and take
us to the next level in experiential
existence. Wikipedia defines Virtual
Reality as a computer technology
that uses headsets, in combination
with physical environments or props,
to generate realistic images, sounds
and sensations that simulate a
user’s physical presence in a virtual
environment. This enables a person
look and move around and interact
in the virtual world and with virtual
features of items.
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Imagine instead of ‘Facebook’, you
had ‘Xlife’, where people could visit
you and experience everything that
you wanted to share. You could
share your love of music, of fine
wine, coffee or a play you had just
seen. You could debate in real time
about APC vs PDP or Trump and
Europe. They would hear the music
and see the excitement in your
face and feel your energy. Instead
of taking selfies, you could show
your friends your full ensemble
as you did a full 360 for them. All
this will happen with you and your
guests not leaving the comfort
of your individual living rooms
but interacting seemingly and
seamlessly as if you were in the same
room.

I remember going to see a movie
in 3D at the new iMAX theatre in
Lekki 1. Through 3D glasses, the
characters, props and scenes were
no longer on the screen. They
became life-sized and so real we
could almost touch them. We dove
from the tops of the buildings,
we flew across the sky, and we
duelled with the villains. What an
experience that was! But 3D movies,
smart TVs, and 3D glasses are not
enough. In addition, there needs to
be a payment system that enables
vendors and service providers marry
the experience of their goods and
services with how and when they
collect payment into one seamless
experience, so they are done at
the same time. You shouldn’t have
someone collecting money at one
point and the experience happening
at another. There shouldn’t be any
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gaps between payment and the
experience because you may lose
the customer.

I remember going
to see a movie
in 3D at the new
iMAX theatre in
Lekki 1. Through
3D glasses, the
characters, props
and scenes were
no longer on
the screen. They
became life-sized
and so real we
could almost
touch them.

Blockchain technology provides
that payment system. In its simplest
form, blockchain technology
is a computer technology that
provides a system of record, just
like Wikipedia, that enables the
transfer of value from one entity
to another, securely, anonymously,
transparently and at a fraction of the
cost. Value can be property, your
vote, and money. Unlike Wikipedia,
copies of the entire system of
record, the distributed ledger, or the
blockchain, are held not in one place
but by blockchain miners across
the world. Blockchain therefore
enables b-commerce, and not just
e-commerce.
Imagine you have a boutique on
Awolowo Road in Lagos but you also
have a presence in a blockchainenabled VR community, a VR
Mall of Africa if you will, where a
customer can visit your boutique
from the comfort of their flat in
London or house in Maryland using
VR technology. They enter your
boutique, look around, experience
the decor and the ambience, they
admire the clothes and styles on
display, and you or one of your staff
attends to them in VR. Using smart
contracts enabled by blockchain
technology, they can buy right then
and there. They pay in blockchain
technology-enabled cryptocurrency
using their MasterCard or Visa. You
ship their goods to them and you
get your money. Voilà! Your shop
in Lagos is now open for business
across the world.
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Imagine an African art
gallery on a blockchainenabled VR platform. No
physical place yet. People
visit the gallery every day
from around the world.
They experience African
art and culture. They see
the pictures and read the
blurbs. They watch videos,
they experience Africa and
they want a piece of Africa.
You hold auctions and
people across the world
bid. Someone wins the
auction, you deliver the art
and get paid.

comfort is secure. You are
happy, and they are happy.
All this and you didn’t have
to leave Nigeria.

Imagine a real estate
company in Washington
DC that renovates and
sells or leases apartments.
Your children are going
to school next year in
Washington and you’d like
to buy a place for them to
stay. You are in Lagos and
do not have time to fly to
Washington to look around.
You can take a tour of the
renovated apartments
from the comfort of your
office in Lagos. You do
some research. You call
the company and find out
more. You are convinced
and make an offer. It is
accepted. Your children’s

And it has started. There
are several ongoing
developments with VR,
blockchain technology
and blockchain-enabled
VR environments. In one
such development, people
buy plots of land to build
anything from universities
to museums to art galleries
to shops to hospitals to
offices to conference
centres to event halls and
so on. About 90,000 plots
were made available with
half reserved for districts
and general community
use, and the other half
auctioned. Bidding for each
plot started at $100 in the

On the other hand, imagine
experiencing Disney World
in California. Imagine
visiting the Eiffel Tower
in Paris. Imagine seeing
Big Ben and the River
Thames in London. Imagine
experiencing the Wonders
of the World. Now imagine
doing all of this without
leaving Lagos. These are the
possibilities.

proprietary cryptocurrency.
With bids coming from all
over the world, the most
expensive winning bid
was $60,000 and the plot
with the most bids had
107 bids. After the auction
ends, we start building.
Projected launch date for
this experience is 2018.
The total market
capitalisation for the
blockchain technologyenabled cryptocurrency
market exceeded $300
billion in 2017. Global
virtual reality revenues were
projected to have reached
$7 billion in 2017, and to
go to $75 billion by 2021.
Though a fraction of the
cryptocurrency market now,
I believe that cryptocurrency
will catapult the VR industry
and push their combined
capitalisation towards
$1 trillion in the next few
years. Investing $60, 000
for a piece of a $1 trillion
market seems like a pretty
good investment to me. If
we add the 1 billion plus
African market, one-fifth of
which are Nigerians, the
possibilities will be limited
only by our imagination.

Oye Atilade is a technology enthusiast and is excited about the
possibilities of blockchain technology to enhance our world. She
holds a BSc from Obafemi Awolowo University, Nigeria; an MSc from
the London School of Economics, UK; and an MBA from Kellogg
School of Management, Northwestern University, US.
Contact: oatilade@gmail.com, +234 (0) 816 082 0196.
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Do Not Wait For
Your Business To
Be Disrupted;

Be The
Disruptor…
By Genevieve Mbama

Complacency and/or lack of attention of incumbent
organizations to the needs of the ignored and
underserved market segments create room for new
entrants that prove disruptive, hence unexpected
displacement of existing industry dominants.

Apple
iPhone…

Digital
photography…

took the wind out
of hitherto leading
mobile phone
handsets such as
Nokia and Blackberry
and displaced their
market dominance…

sent sales of camera
film plummeting
and caused Kodak
to change its whole
business model…

Mobile Phones
with Camera
features…
narrowed the
digital Camera
market, thereby
forcing Camera
manufacturers to go
back to research and
development…
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Facebook…

Amazon…

Netflix...

changed the way
people communicate
and socialize thereby
disrupting both media
and communication
market!

with its online retailing
continues to bruise
many traditional
retailers…

DVD by mail model
turned video rental on
its head. Today, video
streaming threathens
to disrupt Netflix.

Whatsapp Voice
Call…
32

Whatsapp disrupted
the Voice Phone
market, cutting into
voice revenue and
causing Telcos to go
back to the drawing
board...

Uber…
became a big
threat to traditional
cab operators in
any country they
entered…

I

n the early part of my career
in 1999 I was opportuned
to interview one of the key
members of staff in the then
Telipoint Nigeria Limited
(now defunct). The interview
was part of a financial due
diligence process on behalf of a
potential investor. While my mandate
was primarily on the financial aspect;
my interest in novel ideas, made me
further discuss the operations and
technical aspect of their service.
I simply wanted to know more,
because I, like many other Nigerians
was already getting fed up with the

These
scenarios
above
are few
examples of
what we call

Disruptive
Innovation!

crappy services rendered by Nigeria
Telecommunications Limited (NITEL);
the Telephony service monopoly. I
had asked him if he had considered
how their technology could become
obsolete and business affected by
future events that could occur in the
industry considering that the newly
elected Federal Government mulled
the licensing of GSM services to break
the NITEL monopoly. His response
was typical, ‘’forget it, nothing like that
will happen”. Our Governments are
used to making big pronouncements
they never execute” But he was
wrong!
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Organizations can either avoid being
disrupted or can be the disruptor by
constantly seeking to create products and
services that target “white space” - low-end
of the market, underserved and ignored
market segments in their chosen industry.

A few years before my
encounter, Telipoint had
launched a new Payphone
service. Although Telipoint
relied on NITEL’s network
infrastructure to provide
telephony services, they
were disruptive because
they deployed a telephony
technology that existed
elsewhere in a new location,
Nigeria and created a new
market and value chain that
did not exist in the hitherto
NITEL’s services. But there
was a nagging issue. The
potential bid for licensing
of GSM service providers by
Federal Government, was
that the management of
Telipoint, did not anticipate
early enough and had no
planned response. While
GSM was an existing
technology operating in
developed countries, the
licensing of new GSM
service providers in Nigeria
was disruptive for existing
Telephone technologies in
Nigeria like NITEL’s Cellular

Mobile phone (the famous
090) Telipoint Payphone,
and Satellite Phones. So
Disruption happened on
a Disruption, and it did
not take long for these
companies to go extinct!
Disruption can be localized
and it depends on the
current state of the market,
events, consumer behavior,
technology maturity and
many more attributes in any
location. It lays credence
to the fact that some
breakthrough innovation

may not be immediately
disruptive either because it
is premature, (came rather
too early in the day) or too
advanced for the existing
market; albeit the ability
to address immediate
customer needs and wants
which results in initial low
acceptance.
Their performance tends
to deteriorate initially but
with concerted actions,
performance can be
improved and the product
moves in a disruptive
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This goes to demonstrate
that the center of
disruptive innovative lies
in customer centricity
and personalization of
product, process, services
and operations though
organizing them around
customers is key to
disruption and innovation.
In order to prevent or avoid
the waterloo of disruptive
innovation and technology,
organizations must take
several strategic and
operational actions which
include:
•
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•

•

His response was
typical, ‘’forget it,
nothing like that
will happen. Our
Governments are
used to making big
pronouncements
they never execute”
But he was wrong!

trajectory. An example
is the “Flash Me Cash”
mobile transfer product
launched by First Atlantic
Bank, several years before
the market embraced
mobile Banking. It had
low market acceptance,
but because the Bank
did not do enough to
target the low end of the
market, other dominant
players caught up with the
innovation and the product
became commoditized.

•

Avoid complacency
–satisfaction with the
status quo- and be
alert to “white space”’
and the low-end of the
market and customer
segments
Listen to the voice of
the customers through
feedback surveys,
customer complaints
& enquiries and social
media listening in order
to make innovation
customer centric
Be aware that traditional
business models are
losing steam, as more
collaborative models
supported by digital
as a platform are
disrupting the market
Drive enterprise
innovation - diffuse and
socialise innovation
across the enterprise
by involving employees
and enforcing it through
establishing a form
of performance and
rewards (gamification
is the latest way to
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•

•

•

•

reward innovation by
employees).
Establish an innovation
ecosystem that includes
customers, includes
employees, innovation
partners (external
idea generators and
developers), researchers,
educational institutions
and private innovation/
idea hubs.
Invest in technologies
that enable IT teams to
focus more on value
added activities than
crisis resolutions.
Stronger alignment
between IT and the
Strategic Business
Units in order to make
innovation a sustainable
organizational strategy
Leverage intelligence and
research to anticipate
the market, know when
existing offerings are

•

commoditized and take
actions to continuously
reinforce the innovation
loop
Optimise talent by
investing in continuous
development of
employees especially
by keeping them
abreast with emerging
innovations in the
industry

Organizations can either
avoid being disrupted or
can be the disruptor by
constantly seeking to create

products and services that
target “white space”, - the
low-end of the market,
underserved and ignored
market segments in their
chosen industry. This is
because it often creates
opportunities for disruption
and leaves an opening for
new entrants to come in,
take a foothold, improve
on the performance of
their offerings and move
on a disruptive trajectory
to challenge and ultimately
displace the dominance of
the incumbent.
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Genevieve Mbama is a Digital Technology
& Innovation Solution Specialist; Economic
Inclusion Advocate, Blogger and Writer. She
holds a B.Sc Economics & Statistics, from
the University of Benin and an MBA from the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Sloan
School of Management.
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Blockchain
Real Time Tax

Start of the disruption of the
tax and accountancy world
by reinventing tax payments
and charges as result of
blockchain?
36

F

or many
companies,
the process
of tax
payments
and
charges can
be a heavy administrative
burden on their time and
resources. This is especially
the case for small and
medium enterprises. The
alternative to doing this
in-house is to engage an
external accountant, but
that is quite an expensive
alternative.
Why is it that e.g. the
value added tax (VAT)
process is either so time
consuming or expensive?
This is largely due to
the way the tax system
has historically evolved
combined with the periodic

batch orientation we use
nowadays. Tax returns and
settlements are calculated
over a fixed period of
time such as a quarter or a
year, and to complicate it
even further, not based on
actual transactions, but on
arbitrary dates, like invoice
dates.
Blockchain has potential
to change many industries.
Much is the same for
finance, accounting and
taxes. In this opinion
article, I will show how
blockchain and smart
contracts in particular can
change the way we handle
taxes completely. This by
implementing real time
tax, meaning real time as
the payment or charge is
automatically done in every
incoming and outgoing

single transaction, resulting
in:
•

•
•
•
•

Making current
(batch oriented) VAT
tax reporting nearly
obsolete
significantly reducing
fraud,
saving time,
saving money and
making the entire
system faster, fairer,
safer, simpler and easier.

The example given in
this article focuses on
simple VAT payments and
charges related to the
regular purchase and sales
transactions, but can easily
be expanded to more
complex VAT scenarios or
other kind of taxes.
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Current vs blockchain VAT processes
Below one can see a simplified schematic overview of how the VAT (“BTW”) process in
the Netherlands works, which is similar to the VAT system in other countries.
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The current process has the
following steps:
1. Clients pays their bill, including
VAT to the company’s Account
Receivable,
2. The information of the received
payment is downloaded and
booked in the company’s
accounting system where
possibly a reservation for VAT to
be paid is made,
3. Funds are mostly transferred
between different accounts of the
company,
4. Company gives (if applicable
through accounting software)
order to a bank to pay supplier’s
bill with their Account Payable,
registering what the amount of

VAT paid is,
5. Bill is paid to the supplier by the
bank,
6. Every quarter a quarterly report
of received and send invoiced
VAT,
7. Report is filed for tax return at the
tax authority,
8. Depending on the amount,
either tax authority or company
orders their bank to transfer the
remainder of the reconciliation,
9. Bank transfers final amount.
This (simplified) schematic, does
not take into account any deposit
construction. This is a long process,
vulnerable to mistakes, with a lot
of work done post transaction
including multiple checks and
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balances. Companies
run the risk of significant
reconciliations if they don’t
reserve enough cash, which
can negatively influence their
cashflow. We can transform
the VAT process to be real
time by using blockchain and
smart contracts as Account

Receivable, Account Payable
and a company’s specific
Tax Authority account. Each
of these accounts will be
operated as smart contracts.
First of all, a large benefit is
that money transfers using
blockchain don’t require
banks.

A blockchain – smart contract
VAT process would be as
follows:

a VAT and a non-VAT
part. Still in the same
transaction, the VAT part
is directly transferred to
the tax authority on a
separate smart contract
account of the company.
The non-VAT amount is
transferred directly to
account payable smart
contract of the company.
The VAT tax is thus
immediately paid during
the incoming transaction.

Secondly, one can program
smart contract accounts
in such a way that upon
an incoming or outgoing
transaction, multiple other
actions are performed or
triggered simultaneously.
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1. The client, as in the
current process, pays
the invoice to the
account receivable of
the company. During this
transaction, the smart
contracts calculates
the VAT amount of the
invoice and splits the
incoming amount into

2. When the company
is paying a supplier, it
does so via their account
payable smart contract.
They fill in the amount
that needs to be paid and
the recipient and trigger
the account payable to
perform this payment.
During this transaction,
multiple other actions are
triggered simultaneously
in parallel. The amount is
sent to the recipient. The
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smart contract calculates
the VAT paid in this
outgoing transaction
and sends a message
with this number to the
company’s Tax Authority
smart contract. This smart
contract in turn then
transfers the amount
received to the account
payable. In case there is
more outgoing cashflow
than incoming, the tax
authority smart contract
will show a credit which
can be supplemented by
the tax authority. This all
occurs within the same
outgoing transaction,
meaning that the VAT
charge is completely
done in the outgoing
transaction.
The amount on the smart
contract of the tax authority
is thus the net amount of
credits and debits at any
point in time of the incoming
VAT and the outgoing
VAT, thus automating VAT
reporting in the payments.
Providing audit trail and
evidence is now also
extremely simplified as all
transactions are registered
and visible at the smart
contract’s address, so any
incoming and outgoing
transaction is automatically
reported to the tax authority
as well in the transaction
itself. This reduces errors and
fraud significantly.

Benefits of
blockchain over
current process

A

real time blockchain based tax accounting
system has many benefits over the
traditional batch oriented accrual approach:

•

•
•

•

•
•

•

All payments are real time, meaning that the
delay is a maximum of a second, minutes tops,
aligning cash flow with transaction volume
The process is transformed from 9 steps,
involving 7 parties to 2 steps involving 4 parties
There is a significant reduction in the
administration required saving time and cost for
a company in reporting VAT to the tax authority
The amount on the smart contract is not just a
report of what should be payed or charged, but
the real time actual balance
No possibility of reassessment as all VAT is
directly paid in the incoming transaction
Better cashflow as in every outgoing transaction
the VAT charge is refunded real time in the
transaction to the account payable of the
company
Due to blockchain, all transactions to and from
smart contract accounts are fully transparent and
temper proof and immediately reported to the
tax authority, reducing fraud risk

But most significantly, we can change to a real time
system which is more closely aligned to a company’s
cash flow instead of
accruing batches of
payments over long
time periods, so when a
company actually pays
or receive money and
thus making it fairer
and more transparent.
And probably there are
many more benefits at
a macro-economical
level if one would
implement a real-time
tax system.
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Possible
broader
consequences
If we expand beyond VAT to other
tax payments and charges, one can
imagine many more simplifications,
but also various (unexpected)
challenges.
Amongst other simplifications or
improvements are:
•

•
•

•

•

Continuous insight in true
cash positions of companies in
addition to accrual based reports.
Less possibilities for fraud or
errors.
Highly increased speed of money
transfers between companies
and government, resulting in
better cash positions and less
uncertainty.
No more need for deposits
upfront and settlement after
the fact, resulting in much
simpler accounting and finance
processes, and
An overall reduction in
administration with less costs for
companies and clients.

•

such as EBIT or EBITDA?
If one would like to go to a real
time tax system, this would not
only mean a change for the
companies, but also for the tax
authorities which would be a
major change.

Will blockchain force us to rethink
our accounting and reporting
system? Given the complexity, a
real time tax system will not be
implemented within the next few
years. But it offers a radically new
perspective for accounting and
tax systems and it can result into a
wide range of operational finance
simplifications!
Actually this future might be closer,
than we think. Although there
are some tax authorities seriously
exploring blockchain, I would like to
see a tax authority trying this model,
at least as a pilot, as this cannot
just be a blockchain based process
improvement, but a transformation
of how we deal with taxes (and with
this - accounting)!

There are various (sometimes
unexpected) challenges as well:
•

•
•

How long will it take before
we have a widely adopted
cryptocurrency so this could be
rolled out across nations (e.g. a
crypto-euro or a crypto-africa?).
Do we think that the technology
is mature enough?
And unexpected challenge is,
our current reporting system?
How would real time cash
management affect our measures

Olivier Rikken is a
Director Blockchain
& Smart Contracts at
AXVECO
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Technology
Disrupting
Global, Local
Travel Industry

Aruwayo-Obe is IBM’s
One Channel Executive
for West Africa.
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By Gbemisola Aruwayo-Obe

N

igerians
from all
walks of
life love
to travel.
Like folks
elsewhere,
they feel deeply emotional
about travelling. Although
they may chit-chat about
banking, shopping and similar
experiences, discussions
about their favorite airlines,
miles, discounts, upgrades
and boarding privileges also
strike a deep cord with them.
Regardless of social status,
we all seem to be united by
two things: our aspirational
lifestyle and our individual
and collective urge for
excellent service delivery.
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Embracing digital innovation
(technology) would help fast track
the attainment of these social and
economic realities.
While travelers around the world may
differ in their hospitality tastes and
preferences, the Internet has helped to
flatten the world. Commercialization of
the Internet has also introduced digital
innovation into the travel and tourism
industries, bringing with it a raft of new
products, services and experiences. The
digital influence is daily transforming
the entire value chain of the hospitality
sector, and this digital disruption is
being embraced by travelers and
operators alike. Take online checking in
and self-service terminals at airports, for
instance.
What about software which allows
travelers to select destinations, flights
and airlines, hotels, car hire companies
and concierge services from the
comfort of their laptops or hand-held
devices? 20 years ago, you would have
needed to visit or place a phone call to
an airline or travel agent to access these
sorts of services.

Travel customers now expect
streamlined processes, convenient
self-service options and one-of-akind experiences.
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Digital disruption is
a reality of the global
travel industry.
In hospitality establishments
across the country and even
around Africa, innovative
technology is gradually
bringing disruption to
business models and
customer expectations.
Digital innovation is
creating new challenges
and opportunities for
the travel industry. As
with other industries,
travel services customers
have grown accustomed
to individualized
arrangements.

these regions are also
not shy of demanding
more comprehensive and
consistent experiences and
are becoming less tolerant
of both inconsistency
and imposition. Travel
customers now expect
streamlined processes,
convenient self-service
options and one-of-akind experiences. They
are willing to quickly shift
buying behaviors and
preferences if they do not
get what they are seeking.

Whilst service quality levels
may not be optimal in the
fast-developing economies
of the world, travelers in

This is the way it should be.
However, this is not always
how things have been over
the last 20 years or so for

members of the public who
need to patronize airlines,
hotels, transportation
providers and other service
providers in the business or
leisure travel value chain.
While hospitality industry
analysts have called for
increased public sector
investments in the sector
and in some cases, sectoral
reforms which will galvanize
domestic and foreign direct
investments, there is also
the need to realize that the
entire hospitality landscape
is undergoing disruption,
as new entrants continue to
leapfrog established travel
businesses by applying
digital technologies in
innovative ways, whether
it’s businesses that rent
private homes to strangers
or provide one-way car
services.
Executives in the industry
recognize the ongoing
disruption and the impact
of digital innovation on
their industry. In 2016, an
IBM Institute for Business
Value’s Global Ecosystem
Survey, conducted in
collaboration with the
Economist Intelligence Unit,
consulted the opinions
of more than 2,000 crossindustry leaders. Study
findings include:
•

63 percent of the
surveyed travel industry
executives report that
traditional value chains
are being replaced with
new value models.

•

Half of the surveyed
travel industry

TECHNOLOGY & INNOVATION

executives indicate that
boundaries between
their industry and others
are blurring.
•

57 percent of surveyed
travel industry
executives say that
competition from new
and unexpected sources
is beginning to impact
their businesses.

According to another report
from the IBM Institute for
Business Value, the global
travel industry can sustain
its momentum by meeting
and hopefully, exceeding
travelers’ personal
expectations by embracing
the philosophy of a Digital
Reinvention.™ There is a
three-step process, which
includes:
Digitization improves
efficiency by applying

technology to individual
resources or processes.
Within the context of travel,
digitization involves setting
up digital systems that
support processes such as
online ticketing, but has
evolved into online services
where customers book
directly with providers rather
than through traditional
travel agents.
Digital transformation
involves the integration
of digital functions or
processes across an
organization. By combining
a set of systems and
processes, digitally
transformed travel
businesses can offer their
customers individualized
experiences. An example
of increasing importance is
the ability of travel providers
to combine data collected
through travel booking

Digital Reinvention
combines
multiple digital
technologies,
including cloud,
blockchain, mobile
and the Internet
of Things (IoT),
to transform
customer
and partner
relationships
and to create
new business
ecosystems.
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The earlier and
faster we embrace
digital disruption
locally, the more
efficient our travel
and hospitality
systems will be.

sites, as well as customers’
personal social media
channels, to deliver highly
customized vacations.
Digital Reinvention of
travel goes even further.
Digitally reinvented travel
involves a fundamental
re-imagining of the way an
organization operates and
engages with customers
and other stakeholders.
Digital Reinvention at its
most fundamental puts the
customer first in all of the
organization’s dealings to
deliver travel experiences
that are personalized for
individual customers.
Digital Reinvention combines
multiple digital technologies,
including cloud, blockchain,
mobile and the Internet of
Things (IoT), to transform
customer and partner
relationships and to create
new business ecosystems.
Often, the most successful
digitally reinvented
businesses establish a
platform of engagement for
their customers and partners.
These are the steps, the
benchmarks if you like, that
many Africa-based travel
industry operators need to
adopt to take their game
to the next level. Digital
disruption is a reality of
the global travel industry.
The earlier and faster we
embrace digital disruption
locally, the more efficient our
travel and hospitality systems
will be.
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Mental
health in
Nigeria
By Clara Onuigbo

Mental health is a level of
psychological well being.
It is the psychological
state of someone who is
functioning at a satisfactory
level of emotional and
behavioral adjustments.

Wikipedia

A

n emotionally
healthy person is
able to control their
thoughts, feelings,
and behavior. They
can cope with life’s
challenges.

In normal parlance, a mentally healthy
person is one with an absence of mental
illness. The challenge faced with this
definition is that the average Nigerian
only accepts an untidy homeless unclad,
“mad” fellow as” a mental health patient.
In other words, people have to be
raving mad to get attention. This leaves
out many who could other wise have
received help. This also forecloses early
detection which is a major factor in the
prognosis of health conditions.
Today we are faced with many mentally
ill persons working/ functioning in
offices, homes, schools, hospitals, armed
forces and worse still in government.
Often times we sense from their behavior
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that all is not well but because of the
absence of proper psychological
analysis and diagnosis they pass
off as okay with the attendant
consequences and often very high
risk involved.
Stress, anxiety, depression and
substance abuse disorders are on
the increase, resulting in suicide,
spousal abuse, crimes like murder,
armed robbery, rape, child abuse
etc.
The effect of the use of recreational
drugs which is assuming a
frightening dimension amongst
the present-day Nigeria youth is
worrisome. A lot of violent crimes
are traceable to the loss of inhibition
and desperation to fund the
dependence/addiction on these
drugs. The government needs to
wake up!!
What could be the reason for the
raise in mental health issues...

Some causes like birth trauma, post
patum depression, drug abuse, low
self esteem, inability to meet goals
and societal expectation, unrealistic
expectations/ standards and the
general prevailing hardship in the
land, as well as hereditary factors are
key causes.
The breakdown of family ties and
influx of a western life style has
grossly eroded our values. Gone is
the network of family/friends and
the entire village that supports and
alleviates (assists in tackling) the
challenges of life.
The quick fix everything must be
rosy lifestyle “and belief system of
the present generation has left many
people maladjusted and ‘social
misfits’ so to say. The quality of
’humanity ‘ is on the ’decline’. People
tend to “ buckle under quickly“.
One gory story after another points
out to us that all is not well!!
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News Headlines
A doctor jumps into the lagoon
in broad day light.

Banker shoots himself in the head
because some loan he signed went bad.

A primary school student
attempts to poison school mate
to stop her from coming first.

A student commits suicide because
she was allegedly falsely accused of
stealing a phone.

A business execute jumps out of
his office window to his death
because he was muscled out in
board room politics.

A Lagos trader attempts suicide
because she was embarrassed by
her level of indebtedness and poor
return in her business venture.

A university student overdosed herself to her death because her
boyfriend broke up with her and refused to take responsibility for her
pregnancy.

...not to mention the domestic violence cases
resulting in death.
The above headlines were featured
in our news last year 2017.
It is obvious we have a problem!!
For every reported case of mental
illness, we can assume there
are many more that have gone
undetected, undocumented.
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What is
the way

forward?
We need a robust plan to tackle the
issue of mental health.... This is the
responsibility of the government!!
We need counsellors, psychologists,
psychiatrists, therapists. Child mental
health should be the starting point...
To raise mentally and emotionally
balanced children with the right values,
who can adapt to the challenges of life.
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Proper guidance/counselling nurturing
from childhood through adolescence
to adulthood. The schools offer a good
avenue to facilitate this...
Adults should be monitored and
evaluated when necessary. For
example, pre-employment evaluation,
pre-marital counselling should include
psychological analysis.

Multinationals and the entire public
sector and employers must produce
a conducive environment for work
and fellowship for their staff. The
‘capitalist’ slave driver, unrealistic
target task master approach to work
must be discouraged. Staff welfare is
key. Periodical psychological/stress/
fatigue analysis should be carried out on
workers.
Faith based organizations should
step up to the challenge of caring for
their mentally ill members. Sincere
faith should assuage the feeling of
hopelessness and burden of guilt as
well as create a sense of belonging and
acceptance which humanity longs for.
Families ties still remain the last
“defensive” line for mental health
issues. Relatives should watch out for
each other and ensure that people get
the required medical attention when
necessary. The naked mad man on the
street has relatives! it’s possible they do
not know his whereabouts!! or they can
not or do not want to help him!!

Stigmatization must be removed.
People should get the help they
deserve for mental health challenges.
Neuro psychiatric hospital may need
to be rebranded. To erase the negative
tag, it carries.
Awareness must
be created...
Work related mental health issues must
be properly addressed.

Dr. Clara Onuigbo is a
Medical Practitioner.
chiloby@yahoo.com
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Edo holds Alaghodaro
Investment Summit to
Boost State’s Economy
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Representative of President Buhari and Minister of Industry, Trade and
Investment, Dr. Okechukwu Enelamah; Governor Obaseki of Edo State;
President of Dangote Group, Aliko Dangote; and representative of the Senate
President, Bukola Saraki, Senator Francis Alimikhena, at the Alaghodaro
Investment Summit, in Benin City, Edo State.

A

laghodaro,
an
initiative
of the
Edo State
Government aimed at
promoting innovation
and boosting economic
productivity in the state
through collaboration
with the private sector.
This maiden edition
themed “Envisioning
the Future” brought
together together
top Nigerian and
International business
leaders, investors,
bankers, industry
experts, policymakers
and the academia
to set the agenda
for development.
Key areas of focus
included Institutional
Reform, Economic
Development, Social
Welfare, Environmental
Sustainability, and Art,
Culture & Tourism.

Vice President of Federal Republic
of Nigeria, Professor Yemi Osinbajo;
flanked by Executive Governor of
Edo State, Godwin Obaseki and the
Oba of Benin, Oba Ewuare II at the
groundbreaking ceremony of the
N200 billion Benin Industrial Park at
Iyanomo in Ikpoba Okha Local Govt
Area, Edo State
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Access Bank and Co-Sponsors
Organises World Class Marathon
while the 10km race started
at the Lekki Roundabout,
Ikoyi-Lekki Link Bridge.

Governor Akinwunmi Ambode of Lagos State flanked by Mr. Solomon Dalung,
Honorable Minister of the Federal Republic of Nigeria presents the grand prize award
to Kenya’s Kiprotich Kiroi.

A

ccess Bank
showcased
another
world-class
marathon
on Saturday, 10 February,
2018, as a record 165,000
athletes selected from
across the continent battled
for prizes at the Access
Bank Lagos City Marathon.

Over 40,000 participants
took part in the 10km family
race, as an impressive
number of 125,000
athletes, including notable
international marathoners,
lso contested for the
$50,000 prize money in
the 42km-long race. The
marathon kicked off at the
National Stadium, Surulere,

Mrs. Bolanle Ambode, First Lady of Lagos State; presents prize money to
the first female athlete, Ethiopia’s Ayelu Hordofa.

With a clean sweep of
marathon awards, Kenyan
athletes dominated the
male category as Kiprotich
Kiroi, Ronny Kiboss and
Peter Benjamin emerged
in first, second and third
place winners, taking
home $50,000, $40,000
and $30,000 respectively.
Ethiopian athletes Ayelu
Hordofa, Tigist Girma and
Guta Herpha also swept the
female category, emerging
first, second and third
respectively.
With an increase of N2
million in the 2018 edition,
Iliya Pam and Deborah
Pam were rewarded with
N3 million each, as they
emerged first place in the
Nigerian male and female
category respectively.
Speaking during the prize
presentation, the Executive
Governor of Lagos,
Akinwunmi Ambode,
emphasised the need to
support Nigerian marathon
runners, as he stated
his intention to invest in
training of the athletes to
improve their performances
for the 2020 edition of the
marathon.
Picture Credits:
Access Bank Instagram Page
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Social Media Week Lagos 2018

T

he Social Media
Week Lagos
is an annual
conference
considered to be
Africa’s largest digital media
and tech event and is in its
sixth year since inception.
It held from the 28 February
to the 2 March 2018 at the
Landmark Centre, Victoria
Island, Lagos and had a
convergence of business
leaders, global thinkers,
influencers, entrepreneurs,
Fintech firms, and media
practitioners.
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Founder, C Moore Media, Claudine Moore (left), and Chairman/CEO, Channels Television,
John Momoh, during a panel session on the Future of Broadcast Media at the Social
Media Week, Lagos, 2018

It was an immersive event
with a perfect blend of
cocktail sessions aimed
at bridging the gap
between individualism and
community. “Closer”, the
theme of the SMW Lagos
2018 sought to explore
ways to bring people closer
and foster community.
The conversation also
brought together a diversity
of perspectives to discuss
the most productive ways
to harness forces that
drive innovation, improve
consumer experiences and
bring people together.
The weeklong event
featured a central stage
for keynotes and panels,
multiple rooms for meetups,
workshops, masterclasses,
presentations, and an area

His Excellency, former Governor of Anambra State, Mr Peter Obi (left), The Public Affairs
Officer, U.S Consulate General Office, Lagos-Nigeria, Darcy Zotter (middle), Founder &
Chairman, Dragon Africa and co-Founder, Social Media Week, Obi Asika (right) at the
Social Media Week, Lagos, 2018

dedicated to co-working,
networking and interactive
installations.
There were several sessions
ranging from broadcasting
and social media, journalism
and social media, comedy
and fashion blogging,
beauty and wellness among
others.

The event was sponsored
by Access Bank, Fidelity
Bank, First Bank, Guaranty
Trust Bank, Stanbic IBTC,
United Bank for Africa,
USAID Nigeria, Youtube,
Jumia, Microsoft, and North
East Regional Initiative,
Picture Credits:
Social Media Week Facebook Page

